May 26, 2020

Many Experts Say Lockdown Was “Huge Mistake”

Professor Karol Sikora, a physician with a background in immunology says COVID-19 isn’t spiking in reopened areas and he believes the virus will burn out naturally like other pandemics, and that we won’t need a vaccine. In fact, he believes we’re coming out of it now, but the main problem is the fear caused by the lockdown. He believes that’s going to cause the most damage, not the virus.

Michael Levitt, a professor of computer science and biology and a Nobel prize winner, also says the lockdown is a huge mistake. He says when we look back, the damage done by the lockdown will exceed any saving of lives by a huge factor. There should have been a “smart lockdown,” he says, only for the vulnerable. So, let’s open up!!

“Ex-WHO official says coronavirus not increasing in reopened spots: ‘It’s as though something has changed,’” Fox News, May 20, 2020: https://fxn.ws/2yqjEAt
